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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,690,424 

APPARATUS FOR REDUCTION OF HEAWY 
EDGE COANG NELECTROPEATING 

Edward J. Hassel, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to 
National Steel Corporation, a corporation of 
Delaware 

Application November 20, 1950, Seria No. 196,589 
(C. 204-206) 2 Clains. 

1. 
The present invention relates to improve 

rentS in a method of and apparatus for elec 
troplating Strip material and more particularly 
relates to improvements in the electroplating of 
a conductive Surface of elongated strip, such as 
Inetal strip, with a protective coating of metal 
While the Strip is being moved continuously and 
progressively along a predetermined path. 
When electroplating strip metal, the strip is 

progreSSively noved acroSS One or a Series of 
electroplating cells past a soluble anode of elec 
troplatable metal while the surface to be plated 
is in contact With an electroplating bath in the 
Cell. The anode is wide enough to extend across 
the path of the Strip from One edge to the oppo 
Site edge of the surface being plated. In the 
type of System with which the present invention 
is COincerned the anode is made up of a Series of 
elongated anode elements or bars arranged side 
by side with their length parallel to the direction 
of Strip travel. These anode bars are Supported 
On a Surface extending acroSS the path of the 
Strip, and this Surface is inclined so that the 
Surface is farther a Way at One side than at the 
other Side of the Strip. As pating continues, the 
anode bars are eroded, and to compensate for 
this erosion, a fresh anode bar is periodically 
inserted at the Side of the anode Which is far 
ther away from the strip. When this new anode 
bair is added, the other bars are pushed up the 
inclined Surface and the anode bar previously 
adjacent the opposite edge of the strip is pushed 
out, beyond the Strip. This last meationed erod 
ed anode bar is then renoved from the electro 
pating bath and Scrapped. With this arrange 
ment, the width of the anode is equal to the 
total width of the anode bars. In the past, it 
has been very difficult, if not impossible, to pro 
duce an electrodeposited layer of metal. On the 
Surface of the strip that has the Sane or Sub 
stantially the same thickness along the edges as 
aging the central portion of the strip surface. 
The coating along the edges tends to be consid 
erably thicker than on the remainder of the 
strip. The edge coating can be maintained at 
or substantially at the same thickness only by 
accurately positioning the anode bars that de 
fine the lateral edges of the anode in the Cor 
rect positions relative to the corresponding edges 
of the strip. If the bars along the anode edges 
extend outwardly beyond such positions, a heavi 
er coating is deposited as a result of the Con 
centration of plating current at the edges of the 
strip, and this phenomenon is commonly termed 
'edge effect.' With the width of the anode 
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being a multiple of the width of the anode bar, 
it is usually impossible to obtain the exact width 
Of the anode which Will be the correct or best 
Width for the strip being plated. Another prob 
len encountered in practice is that Successive 
lengths of Strip Vary in width. If this variation 
in width is relatively large, the width of the 
anode is Varied by increasing or decreasing the 
number of anode bars in the anode. Here again, 
it is often impossible to vary the width of the 
anode by the proper amount as normally only 
one size of anode bar is carried in stock so that 
it is only possible to vary the width of the anode 
by predetermined amounts. These amounts of 
Wariation in the anode width quite often do not 
coincide With the amounts of Variation in strip 
Width. Where the variations in strip width are 
relatively small, the manufacturer often will not 
attempt to Way the Width of the anode because 
it is realized that it Will be impossible to make 
a worthwhile improvement. Accordingly, the 
anode bars are arranged to provide an anode 
as Wide as or slightly wider than is required for 
the Widest Strip and narrower Strips Will be 
lated with the Salie arraingenient of anode 

bars. Accordingly, most if not all, electroplated 
strip is excessively coated along the edges which 
is undesirable and which constitutes a waste of 
Valuable metal. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present in 
wention to provide an improved method of and 
a;paratus for electrolating a strip with a layer 
of protective metal that is more nearly uniform 
in thickness, particularly along the edge por 
tions of the strip. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

provide a neth Cd of and apparatus for contin 
tiously ejectropiating Strip material of varying 
Width. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

provide an improved method of and apparatus 
for electroplating strip With a layer of retal of 
uniform thickness that Will not require the car 
Tying in Stock of a large number of different size 
of anode elementS or bars to obtain an anode 
having the proper Width. 

in accordance With ny invention, the fresh 
anode bar is positioned along one edge of the 
anode. At the opposite edge of the anode, there 
is a mask interposed between the eroded anode 
bar and the opposite edge portion of the strip. 
This inask is positioned. So as to reduce the effec 
tive Width of the anode Whereby a noire nearly 
uniform layer of metal is deposited on the strip, 
particularly along the opposite edge portion of 
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the Strip. The eroded anode bar can extend 
beyond the Strip and the mask prevents the de 
positing of exceSS netal. On the adjacent edge of 
the strip. The manufacturer of electroplated 
Strip need not carry a large stock of different 
sizes of anode bars to obtain an anode of the 
proper width. In addition, when successive 
engths of strip of different width are to be 
plated, the anode is automatically moved later 
ally of the Strip to maintain the fresh anode 
adjacent the same edge of the successive lengths. 
This is particularly important as the eroded or 
partially eroded anode bar at the opposite side 
has its shape deformed as a result of the mask 
being present So that when the Width of the 
Strip changes, this eroded or partially eroded 
anode bar that has been partially masked must 
be discarded. By maintaining the fresh anode 
bar in the proper electroplating position adja 
cent the same edge of the strip regardless of 
the width of the strip, the waste anode metal 
is greatly reduced. 
These and other objects and advantages of the 

present invention will become apparent from the 
following description, taken with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a plan view with the strip removed 
of a portion of an electroplating line including 
an electroplating cell embodying the principles of 
the present invention; 

Figure 2 is a view in cross-section taken along 
line 2-2 of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a view in cross-section taken along 
line 3-3 of Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is a View in cross-section similar to 
Figure 3 Showing a different arrangement of the 
parts; 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 
along 5-5 of Figure 2 and diagrammatically 
illustrating an electrical control means; and, 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 
along line 6-6 of Figure 4. 

In electroplating lines of the type in which a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is 
applicable, metal Strip after being clearned and 4: 
pickled is continuously moved along a path across 
a Series of electroplating cells or a single long 
electroplating cell with the surface or surfaces 
to be plated in contact with an electroplating bath 
in the cell. Both surfaces of the strip may be 
plated Simultaneously or only one surface may be 
plated at a time. In the systein, a part of 
Which is shown in the drawings, a strip S is pro 
greSSively moved horizontally across a series of 
Similar electroplating cells G and the botton 
Surface is plated with anode metal. When 
desirable, the Strip S may be brought back across 
a Second Series of cells (not shown) to elec 
troplate the other surface 2 of the strip. The 
Cells are similar and only one cell will be 
described in detail, it being understood that one 
Or any number of cells may be used. 
Referring to the drawings and more particularly 

to Figures 1 and 2, adjacent the entry end of 
cell is there are a pair of rolls 3, and adjacent 
the exit end of cell there are a pair of rolls 
f4. The rolls 3 and 4 are rotatable and the 
Strip S passes between the rolls and across the 
Cell. One roll of each pair, preferably the upper 
roll, is a contact roll and is adapted to connect 
the strip S as a cathode to one side of a source 
of electric current. The other roll of each pair 
is a back-up roll which holds the strip against the 
contact roll to grip the strip therebetween. 
The cell () is arranged along the path of the 
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4. 
strip S and includes a tray 6 having side Walls 

, an entry end Wall and an exit end wall 9. 
The tank or tray 6 is adapted to coinfine a body 
of electroplating solution and botton Suiface 
Of the Strip S contacts the bath of Solitio as 
the Strip moves across the tray. An anode Sup 
porting guide 3 C provides a pair of shotjers 2 
and 22 and has a conductive meinber 23 es:- 
tending above tray 6. At the entry end of the 
tray 6, there is an anode support 25 ain? a 
Similar anode Support 25 at the exii, end of the 
tray. The upper surfaces of supports 25 and 
26 and of shoulders 2 and 22 are parallel and 
are Supporting and guiding surfaces for 
anode elementS 2. The upper surfaces of guides 
22 and 25 Support a series of elongated, parallel 
anode bars or elements 2 Which togetheir con 
Stitute an anode 28. The upper surfaces of shoul. 
der 2 and support 26 support a similar series of 
elongated, anode elements 2 which together 
constitute a Second anode 29. The anodes 33 and 
29 are identical. Each shoulder 2 and 22 is 
electrically connected to conductive inenber 3 
for connecting, each series of anode eleiner is to 
the Opposite Side of a source of electroplating 
Current, 

Referring to the drawings and particularly to 
Figure 3, the elongated anodes 2 of a node 23 aire 
arranged Side by Side in parallel relationship With 
their length or longitudinal axes extending stib 
Stantially parallel to the direction of Strip travel. 
Each anode element extends longitudinally of the 
Strip. The upper anode contacting and Support 
ing Surface of Support 25 extends transvers 
a CrOSS and from One Side to the othar Side of tihe 
path of the Strip and this surface is inclined from 
One Side of the strip path upwardly toward the 
path of the Strip and the opposite side of the 
Strip path. The anode supporting surfacas of 
shoulders 24, 22, 25 and 23 are parallel so that 
the ends of each anode element are support. 
parallel inclined surfaces. The ainge of 

tha 

tion is Such that the surfaces of the elements 
facing the path of the strip are located in a 
Common plane that is Substantially parals to 

is last-men 
degreer is 

the bottom surface of the strip. 
tioned plane may be inclined a few 
that the upper surface of the anode ele: 
position 39 and the upper surface of th 
element in position 3 are slightly 
Spaced from Strip to compensate for 
sion. The relationship of the anode alerments coin 
Stituting either anode will best be understood 
from a description of the operation. 

ASSunning that the electroplating line is in 
continuous Operation, anode instal, for exaape, 
tin, zinc or other metal, is being coin 
deposited on the bottom surface of tin 
Strip and metal is being continuously 
from the anode elements so that the an 
ments are continuously eroded. Periodically, a 
new anode element corresponding to the aide 
element in position 38 is inserted in this posi 
tion. In order to place the anode element, 39 
into this position, the remainder of the arose 
elements are moved up the inclines supporting 
Surface So that the one previously occupying the 
position indicated at 3 is moved up the ingine 
Supporting Surface and out of electrolytic re. 
tion. With the strip. This last-inentioned ero 
anode element is then removed fron the electro 
plating cell. A fresh anode element is inserted 
at 30 each time the previously introduced anode 
element and the other anode elements have been 
Subjected to a predetermined amount of erosion 
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due to the electrodeposition of anode metal On 
the bottom surface of the strip. It will be 
apparent that each anode element as it is moved 
up the inclined Supporting Surface by the in 
troduction of a fresh anode element at 30 ap 
proaches the position of anode element 3. Dur 
ing the time that each anode element is in the 
cell, erosion reduces the dimensions of the anode 
element so that by the time the anode element 
reaches the position at 3i, the anode element has 
been Sufficiently eroded so that it should be 
removed from the electroplating cell. 
As previously described, the electroplating cell 
and the anode elements extending longi 

tudinally of the strip are Supported and arranged 
Substantially in the same manner as shown and 
described in Patent No. 2,399,254 which issued on 
April 30, 1946, to E. W. Rieger et al. 
One of the problems in producing electroplated 

strip is to deposit a coating that is substantially 
uniform in thickness acroSS the Width of the 
strip surface. In order to do this, it is necessary 
to properly position the anode element at 30 ad 
jacent the corresponding edge 32 of strip S and 
to properly position the anode element at 3 ad 
jacent the corresponding edge 33 of the strip S. 
The anode elements are formed by casting and 
produced in one size. An electroplating line re 
quires a large number of anode bars and pro 
ducing these bars in a variety of sizes would be 
prohibitive in cost. The width of the anode is 
determined by widths of all of the anode elements. 
Thus, the width of the anodes depends on the 
number of anode elements and the Widths of 
the anode can Only be changed by adding Or 
Subtracting One or more anode elementS. AC 
cordingly, it frequently happens that the anode 
is too Wide So that excessive metal is deposited 
along one or both edges of the Strip. 

In accordance With the present invention, the 
Width of the of the anode is infinitely varied in 
accordance to the width of the Strip. AS ShoWn in 
Figure 3, the anode element at 3) is correctly posi 
tioned adjacent the corresponding edge 32 of 
the strip so that the coating metal will be sub 
stantially uniform in thickness. The anode ele 
nent, 3 is incorrectly positioned and extends 
beyond the edge of the Strip SO that normally ex 
cessive metal would be deposited along the Strip 
edge portion 33. A mask 35 is mounted adjacent 
the edge 33 between strip S and anode 3 and 
edge 33 in position to inhibit the electroplating 
of anode neta onto the edge portion of the 
strip. The mask 35 which is made of non-conduc 
tive material extends part Way into the electrical 
field between the anode element 3 and the 
strip so as to reduce the current concentration 
along the edge portion of the Strip. The mask 
preferably does not prevent the plating of metal 
along the corresponding edge of the Strip but only 
inhibits the electrodeposition of metal. The 
anode element adjacent the strip edge is prefer 
ably positioned so that the strip extends out 
wardly beyond the anode a short distance to re 
duce edge effect. The edge 32 extends beyond 
anode element 30. In order to produce the Same 
effect along the opposite Side of the Strip, the 
mask 35 preferably extends part Way beneath 
the strip S, although the mask would inhibit elec 
troplating if the edge of the mask did not extend 
beneath the strip because the mask would re 
duce the width of the path of the electroplating 
current. 
The mask 35 is adjustable transversely of the 

strip surface. On each support 25 and 26, there 
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is mounted a member 3, each carrying a pair of 
threaded posts 38. A nut 39 is threaded onto 
each post 38 and each nut carries a collar 40 
engaging the mask 35. The nuts 39 can be ad 
justed to raise or lower the mask 35 and the 
members 3 are slidable along the Upper Surfaces 
of Supports 25 and 26 for adjusting the mask 
transversely of the path of the strip surface . 
Thus, the mask 35 can be adjusted back and forth. 
transversely of the strip path in a plane parallel 
to the strip surface to vary the effective Width 
of the anode. 

It is important that the mask be interposed be 
tween the strip and the eroded anode at 3. 
As electroplating proceeds, metal is removed from 
that portion of anode bar 3 which is not blanked 
out or covered by the mask 35 While less metal 
or no metal is dissolved from that portion of 
anode bar 3 which is beneath the mask. Ac 
cordingly, once the mask is interposed between 
the anode bar 3 and the edge 33 of the Strip 
and if the mask is subsequently removed, the 
anode 3 must be discarded as there Will be 
present a raised portion of metal on the anode 
bar. The raised metal would deposit a streak of 
-heavier inetal along the Strip Surface Which is 
highly undesirable. For this and other reasons, 
masks have never been used With the present type 
of anode arrangement. Accordingly, the elec 
troplating operation is carried out in Such a main 
ner that a mask can be used and can be used 
Without discarding excessive quantities of pai 
tially eroded anode bars. 
The tank 6 is Supported for movement acroSS 

the path of the Strip in a piane parallel to the 
Strip Surface So that the relatively fresh anode 
at 3e can be correctly positioned adjacent the 
edge or side 32 of strip S and so that the anode 
30 can be positioned adjacent the Saline relative 
Side or edge of Successive lengths of Strip of dif 
ferent Widths. A pair of rails 46 are nounted 
On the framework beneath tank S. Flanged 
Wheels 42 are carried by tank and Inounited of 
rails 46. A reversible motor 48 is mounted on 
framework. At and is connected to a long lead 
Screw 49 for rotating the Screw in either direc 
tion. A bracket 5 is connected to tank S and 
bracket 5 carries a nut 5 which extends Screw 
49. When the motor 48 is energized, tank 6 and 
the anode are moved tranSVersely of the Strip. 
The direction of movement depends upon the 
direction of flow of the current Supplied to motor 
48. 

Preferably, the control circuit for motor 43 in 
cludes means responsive to the Strip for ener 
gizing motor 48 so as to maintain anode 35 ad 
jacent the side 32 of the strip. 

Referring more particularly to Figure 5, a bai' 
55 is mounted on tank 6 and extends a COSS 
the tank above the Strip and adjacent the entry 
end of the tank. A bracket 56 is slidably mount 
ed on bar 55. The bracket 58 carries a light 5 
connected through wires 8 and 59 to wires 
and 6 which are in turn connected to a, Source 
of electric current. Above the light 5 there 
is a photoelectric cell 63 mounted on bracket 56 
and connected through wires 64 and 65 to an 
plifiers 66. The amplifiers 66 are connected 
through wires 6, 68 to relays 99. The relays 
69 are interposed between the power lines ( , 
6 and Wires (), and 2 which are connected 
to the notor 8. The amplifiers and relayS S6 
and 69 are SO. arranged that When a predeter 
mined portion of the field of photoelectric cell 
63 is covered by strip S, no current is supplied 
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to the motor. If the strip Smoves to the left 
so that, more light from lamp 5 reaches photo 
electric cell 63, then the motor is energized to 
move the tray and the photoelectric cell S3 
toward the left until the Strip interceptS a por 
tion of the light reaching cell 63. If the Strip 
S moves toward the right So as to further reduce 
the armount of light reaching the photoelegiti'ic 
cell 63 from the lamp 5, then the motor is 
energized and rotated in the opposite direction 
to move the tray and photoelectric cell 63 to 
ward the right so that the strip again intercepts 
the predetermined amount of light. This, if 
the strip weaves laterally, the photoelectiric Cell 
83 automatically moves the tray is along the 
rails 43 to maintain the anodes in their correct 
position relative to the surface of the strip. 
In operation, and assuming that a relatively 

wide strip, such as strip S, is to be plated, the 
&ray S is moved along the rails into aligninent 
With the path of the Strip, and enough an Ode 
bars 2 are placed in position. So that the anode 
Will have a width. Sufficient to electroplate the 
entire botton Surface of the Strip. The tiray 3 
is so positioned that the anode bar in position 
3 is adjacent the edge 32 of the Strip and the 
anode bar 3 is adjacent the opposite edge of 
the strip 33, Normally, the width of the anode 
should be slightly less than the width of the 
strip surface to prevent, the so-callied edge effect. 
After the anode bars have been positioned, the 
mask $5 and its holder are adjusted to position 
the edge of the mask between the edge 33 of 
the strip and the eroded anode 3 . The strip 
S is progressively continuously moved across the 
cells and anode metal is unifornly deposited on 
the hotton Surface. When the anode bars 2 
haye been Sufficiently eroded, a new anode bar 
is inserted at 30. The insertion of this new anode 
bar pushes the anodes 7 up the inclined surface 
ci the anode Supporting means. Prior to the 
iii Se!"tion of a new anode bar, the mask mounted 
On the slidable Suppoits 3i is noved up the 
inclined Surface of the anode supporting means 
out of the way so that the eroded anode bar at po 
sition 3 can be pushed out beyond the strip and 
removed. After this eroded anode bar has been 
removed, the mask 35 is moved back into posi 
tion between the edge 33 of the strip and the 
partially eroded anode bar now in position 3i. 

If a Succeeding length of strip is relatively 
narrow, Such as Strip S', Figure 4, then some 
Of the anode bars 2 are removed so that the 
width of the anode is as near to the Width of the 
Strip as it is possible to make it. The rela 
tively fresh anode bar 30 is positioned adjacent 
the same corresponding edge 32 of strip S. 
The eroded anode bar at 3' is positioned ad 
jacent the opposite edge 33' of the strip. After 
the width of the anode has been varied, the 
mask 35 is moved into position. So that the ef 
fective Width of the relatively narrower anode is 
reduced to the width required for the relatively 
narrower strip. Customarily, successive lengths of 
strip of different widths are moved along a path 
with the center of the various lengths of Strip 
moving along a cominon line. Thus, when a 
inarrower strip is to be plated, it is necessary to 
ailergize motor S to move the tray 6 toward 
the right to position the anode bar 36 adjacent, 
the edge 32'. If a subsequent wider length is to 
be plated, the tray 6 is moved back toward the 
left. 

Before proceeding to plate the strip and after 
the tray 6 has been properly positioned, the 

10 
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'blacket 56 is moved along 55 so that the edge 
of the strip intercepts part of the light emitted 
by lamp 57. In other words, the photoelectric 
cell is positioned adjacent, the edge of the strip 
So that the motor Will not be energized except 
When the strip moves laterally fron its nonha 
position. Then if the strip Weaves or noves 
laterally from this normal position in either di 
rection, the photoelectric cell 63 will automati 
cally energize the notor 48 to move the ti'ay 
and the anode into alignment with the strip. 
The present apparatus is primarily intended 

for electioplating tin onto strip steel, Such as 
black plate. Where the electrodeposited coat 
ing is tin, the anode bars are formed of tin air 
these bars are slowly dissolved or eroded to re 
plenish the electroplating bath. With tin. The 
present invention is not limited to the plating 
of tin but may be utilized for plating other elec 
trically conductive strip materials with other 
protective metals. 

i claii: 
1. in an apparatus for progressively electro 

plating a surface of an elongated metal stri, 
the combination comprising an electroplating 
cell inciuding a tank adapted to contain a body 
of electroplating soilution, roller means mouiltSct 
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at tha ends of the tank for Oving the Strip pro 
gressively along a path across the tank froin, eiad 
to end with the surface of the strip in contact, 
with the electroplating solutioil, an ail? de 6.3- 
porting inneans located in the tank below the p 
of the strip, and presenting an inclii . 
facing the path of the strip, the incited Sulface 
extending transversely across the taik and acr'CSS 
the path of the strip with the lower end of the 
inclined surface at one side of the path of the 
strip being farther away froin the path of the 
strip than the upper end of the inclinad Sliface 
at the opposite sixie of the path of the Strip, an 
allode Supported in the tank by the anode St}}- 
porting rileans, the anode being below, the path. 
of the strip and Spaced from the path of the 
Strip, means for connecting the anode to a source 
of electroplating current, the anode including a 
plurality of elongated soluble anode elements 
in OVaily mounted side by side on the instined 
Silurface, each element being nouinted on the in 
giined surface with its length dinnension parallel 
to the path of the strip and being innovable along 
the inclined surface iaiterally of the path of the 
Strip in a direction toward the upper end of the 
ii) clined Surface to compensate for erosion of the 
anode elements, one of the anode elements being 
adjacent the one side of the path of the strip 
2nd another anode element being adjacent the 
opposite side of the path of the strip, means for . 
adjusting the lateral position of the cine anode 
element on the one side of the path of the strip, 
a mask positioned at the upper end of the inclined 
Surface adjacent the opposite side only of the . 
33th of the strip, the mask extending Cngitudi 
hally of the path of the strip, and means for 
Innouilting the mask in spaced relation between 
the path of the strig and the other anode element, 
the last-named neans including a mask support 
iing nember acuated for movement, along the in 
clined Surface laterally of the path of the strip, 
and neans for Elguinting the nask on the mask 
Supporting member including means for vertically 
adjusting the mask with respect to the mask 
Supporting linenber. 

2. In an apparatus for progressively electro 
plating a surface of an elonagted metal strip, the 
combination comprising an electroplating cell 

a s fa 
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including a tank adapted to contain a body of 
electroplating solution, roller means mounted at 
the end of the tank for moving the strip pro 
gressively along a path across the tank from end 
to end with the surface of the strip in COntact 
with the electroplating solution, an anode Sup 
porting means located in the tank below the 
path of the strip and presenting an inclined Sur 
face facing the path of the strip, the inclined 
surface extending transversely across the tank 
and across the path of the strip With the lower 
end of the inclined surface at the one side of 
the path of the strip being farther away from 
the path of the strip than the upper end of the 
inclined surface at the opposite side of the path 
of the strip, an anode supported in the tank by 
the anode supporting means, the anode being 
below the path of the strip and Spaced from the 
path of the strip, means for connecting the an 
ode to a source of electroplating current, the 
anode including a plurality of elongated soluble 
anode elements movably mounted side by side 
on the inclined surface, each element being 
mounted on the inclined surface with its length 
dimension parallel to the path of the strip and 
being movable along the inclined surface later 
ally of the path of the strip in a direction toward 
the opposite side of the path of the strip to Com 
pensate for erosion of the anode elements, one of 
the anode elements being adjacent the One side 
of the path of the strip and another anode ele 
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O 
ment being adjacent the opposite side of the 
path of the strip, means for supporting the tank 
for movement transversely of the path of the strip 
for adjusting the lateral position of the one an 
Ode element on the One side of the path of the 
Strip, a mask positioned at the upper end of the 
inclined surface adjacent the opposite side only 
of the path of the strip, the mask extending lon 
gitudinally of the path of the strip, and means 
for mounting the mask in spaced relation between 
the path of the strip and the other anode ele 
ment, the last-named means including a mask 
Supporting member mounted for movement along 
the inclined surface laterally of the path of the 
Strip, and means for mounting the mask on the 
mask Supporting member including means for 
Vertically adjusting the mask with respect to the 
mask Supporting member. 
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